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(54) ABSORBENT SHEET FOR PET

(57) Provided is a pet absorbent sheet that enables
users to easily differentiate a urine-absorbed region and
a non-urine-absorbed region and to easily identify a time
for replacing the sheet. A pet absorbent sheet (10) has
a first direction (D1) and a second direction (D2) that are
orthogonal to a thickness direction and has a top-surface
sheet (12) disposed on a top-surface side, a back-surface
sheet (14) disposed on a back-surface side, an absorbent
body (20) provided between the top-surface sheet and
the back-surface sheet, and colored portions (80) that
are disposed on a back-surface side of the top-surface
sheet and are visible from a top-surface side of the
top-surface sheet. A region that overlaps the absorbent
body is provided with colored regions (R1) where a plu-
rality of the colored portions are disposed and a
non-colored region (R2) where the colored portions are
not disposed between the colored regions in the first di-
rection. The non-colored region is provided throughout
an entire region of the absorbent body in the second di-
rection.
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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to a pet absorbent
sheet that absorbs pet excrement, for example, urine.

[Background Art]

[0002] Pet absorbent sheets that absorb pet excre-
ment, for example, urine are known (refer to Patent Lit-
erature 1 and Patent Literature 2 below). A pet absorbent
sheet described in Patent Literature 1 has a liquid-imper-
meable back-surface sheet, a liquid-permeable top-sur-
face sheet, and an absorbent body positioned between
the back-surface sheet and the top-surface sheet. A de-
sign is provided below the top-surface sheet. The design
is disposed in a grid shape throughout the entire absorb-
ent body and is made visible through the top-surface
sheet.
[0003] A pet absorbent sheet described in Patent Lit-
erature 2 has a liquid-impermeable back-surface sheet,
a liquid-permeable top-surface sheet, and an absorbent
body positioned between the back-surface sheet and the
top-surface sheet. A design that is a pH discrimination
portion is provided below the top-surface sheet. The de-
sign shows a footprint of a pet. The pet absorbent sheet
of Patent Literature 1 is capable of enhancing decora-
tiveness with the design showing a footprint of a pet.

[Patent Literature]

[0004]

Patent Literature 1: Japanese Unexamined Patent
Publication No. 2012-29625
Patent Literature 2: Japanese Unexamined Patent
Publication No. 2014-68591

[Summary of the Invention]

[0005] Usually, in pet absorbent sheets having a de-
sign, urine is not easily noticeable, and the urine-covering
performance is enhanced compared with pet absorbent
sheets having no design. In the pet absorbent sheets of
Patent Literature 1 and Patent Literature 2, the urine-
covering performance is enhanced throughout the entire
absorbent body.
[0006] However, some pets discharge urine unevenly
only at a certain region rather than discharge urine evenly
throughout the entire region of the absorbent body. In
some cases, pet absorbent sheets that have been used
only partially (only in a certain region) are continuously
used with the orientation changed instead of being dis-
posed of. However, when the urine-covering perform-
ance is favorable throughout the entire absorbent body
as in Patent Literature 1, there is a case where it is difficult
for users to differentiate a urine-absorbed region and a

non-urine-absorbed region and to identify a time for re-
placing the sheet.
[0007] Therefore, there is a desire for a pet absorbent
sheet that enables users to easily differentiate a urine-
absorbed region and a non-urine-absorbed region and
to easily identify a time for replacing the sheet.
[0008] A pet absorbent sheet according to one aspect
is a pet absorbent sheet having a thickness direction, a
first direction orthogonal to the thickness direction, and
a second direction orthogonal to the thickness direction
and the first direction, the pet absorbent sheet compris-
ing: a top-surface sheet disposed on a top-surface side;
a back-surface sheet disposed on a back-surface side;
an absorbent body provided between the top-surface
sheet and the back-surface sheet; and
colored portions that are disposed on a back-surface side
of the top-surface sheet and are visible from a top-surface
side of the top-surface sheet, wherein, in a region that
overlaps the absorbent body, colored regions where a
plurality of the colored portions are disposed and a non-
colored region where the colored portions are not dis-
posed between the colored regions in the first direction
are provided, and the non-colored region is provided
throughout an entire region of the absorbent body in the
second direction.
[0009] A pet absorbent sheet according to another as-
pect is a pet absorbent sheet comprising: a top-surface
sheet disposed on a top-surface side; a back-surface
sheet disposed on a back-surface side; an absorbent
body provided between the top-surface sheet and the
back-surface sheet; and a colored portion that is visible
from a top-surface side of the top-surface sheet in a re-
gion that overlaps the absorbent body, wherein the color-
ed portion has a first colored portion colored with a first
color with a green hue and a second colored portion color-
ed with a second color with a purple hue.
[0010] A pet absorbent sheet according to another as-
pect is a pet absorbent sheet comprising: a top-surface
sheet disposed on a top-surface side; a back-surface
sheet disposed on a back-surface side; an absorbent
body provided between the top-surface sheet and the
back-surface sheet; and a colored portion that is dis-
posed on a back-surface side of the top-surface sheet in
a region that overlaps the absorbent body and is visible
from a top-surface side of the top-surface sheet,
wherein the colored portion has a pet face pattern that
indicates a face of a target pet that is a target user, the
pet face pattern has a first pet face pattern colored with
a first color and a second pet face pattern colored with a
second color that is different from the first color, and a
degree of difference in color between the first color and
the second color is by two or more hues in 24 color hues
classified by the Ostwald hue circle.
[0011] A pet absorbent sheet according to another as-
pect is a pet absorbent sheet comprising: a top-surface
sheet disposed on a top-surface side; a back-surface
sheet disposed on a back-surface side; an absorbent
body provided between the top-surface sheet and the
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back-surface sheet; and a colored portion that is dis-
posed on a back-surface side of the top-surface sheet in
a region that overlaps the absorbent body and is visible
from a top-surface side of the top-surface sheet,
wherein the colored portion has a pet face pattern that
indicates a face of a cat that is a target user, and has no
non-target pattern that indicates a pet other than the tar-
get user.

[Brief Description of Drawings]

[0012]

Fig. 1 is a plan view of a pet absorbent sheet accord-
ing to a first embodiment as seen from an excretion
surface side.
Fig. 2 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the pet
absorbent sheet taken along a line A-A shown in Fig.
1.
Fig. 3 is an enlarged plan view of part B in Fig. 1.
Fig. 4 is a plan view of a pet absorbent sheet accord-
ing to a second embodiment as seen from an excre-
tion surface side.
Fig. 5 is a plan view of a pet absorbent sheet accord-
ing to a third embodiment as seen from an excretion
surface side.
Fig. 6 is a schematic cross-sectional view of the pet
absorbent sheet taken along a line D-D shown in Fig.
5.
Fig. 7 is an enlarged plan view of part E in Fig. 5.
Fig. 8 is a plan view of a pet absorbent sheet accord-
ing to a fourth embodiment as seen from an excretion
surface side.

[Description of Embodiments]

(1) Summary of embodiments

[0013] At least following matters will become clear with
description of this specification and attached drawings.
[0014] A pet absorbent sheet according to one aspect
is a pet absorbent sheet having a thickness direction, a
first direction orthogonal to the thickness direction, and
a second direction orthogonal to the thickness direction
and the first direction, the pet absorbent sheet compris-
ing: a top-surface sheet disposed on a top-surface side;
a back-surface sheet disposed on a back-surface side;
an absorbent body provided between the top-surface
sheet and the back-surface sheet; and
colored portions that are disposed on a back-surface side
of the top-surface sheet and are visible from a top-surface
side of the top-surface sheet, wherein, in a region that
overlaps the absorbent body, colored regions where a
plurality of the colored portions are disposed and a non-
colored region where the colored portions are not dis-
posed between the colored regions in the first direction
are provided, and the non-colored region is provided
throughout an entire region of the absorbent body in the

second direction.
[0015] Some pets discharge urine unevenly only at a
certain region (for example, one of the colored regions)
rather than discharge urine evenly throughout the entire
region of the absorbent body. At this time, in a different
region (for example, the other colored region), urine is
not discharged or the amount of urine discharged be-
comes small. During use, urine can be covered with the
colored portions in the colored regions. In addition, at the
time of replacement, one colored region where a large
amount of urine is discharged and the other colored re-
gion where a small amount of urine is discharged are
visually compared with each other. At this time, the color-
ed regions are provided on both sides of the non-colored
region, and one colored region and the other colored re-
gion are divided by the non-colored region. Comparison
of the colored regions on both sides across the non-color-
ed region facilitates the comparison of the colored re-
gions on both sides. Therefore, users can easily identify
whether only one colored region was used and thus the
orientation needs to be changed or both colored regions
were used and thus the sheet needs to be replaced. In
addition, since the non-colored region where the colored
portions are not disposed is provided, in the non-colored
region, the trace of urine is less likely to be covered with
the colored portions. Therefore, users can easily identify
whether or not urine was discharged on the pet absorbent
sheet.
[0016] According to a preferable aspect, the non-color-
ed region may straddle a center of the absorbent body
in the first direction. The non-colored region is provided
at the center of the absorbent body in the first direction.
The non-colored region becomes easily noticeable, and
users can easily identify the non-colored region and more
easily identify a time for replacing the sheet.
[0017] According to a preferable aspect, a length of
the non-colored region in the first direction may be longer
than a length of the colored portion in the first direction.
Since the length of the non-colored region in the first di-
rection is longer than the length of the colored portion in
the first direction, it becomes easy to differentiate the
gaps between the colored portions and the non-colored
region. Therefore, it is easier to obtain an effect of dividing
the colored regions on both sides with the non-colored
region.
[0018] According to a preferable aspect, a length of
the non-colored region in the first direction may be longer
than a length of each colored region in the first direction
Since the length of the non-colored region in the first di-
rection is longer than the lengths of the colored regions
in the first direction, it is easier to obtain an effect of dif-
ferentiating the individual colored regions with the non-
colored region.
[0019] According to a preferable aspect, in a region
that overlaps the absorbent body, a second non-colored
region where the colored portions are not disposed may
be provided throughout an entire region of the absorbent
body in the second direction on an outer side of the color-
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ed region in the first direction. On both sides across the
colored region, the non-colored region and the second
non-colored region are provided. The colored portions in
the colored region become more easily noticeable, and
the comparison between the colored regions on both
sides becomes easier.
[0020] According to a preferable aspect, the colored
portions may have a first colored portion colored with a
first color and a second colored portion colored with a
second color that is different from the first color, and an
area ratio of the second colored portion to the first colored
portion in one of the colored regions may be different
from an area ratio of the second colored portion to the
first colored portion in the other colored region. Since the
area ratio of the second colored portion to the first colored
portion differs in one of the colored regions and in the
other colored region, users can differentiate one colored
region and the other colored region with the difference
in the configuration ratio of color, and the comparison
between the colored regions on both sides becomes
easy.
[0021] According to a preferable aspect, the colored
portion in one of the colored regions and the colored por-
tion in the other colored region disposed on an any
straight line that passes through one of the colored por-
tions and extends along the first direction may differ in
terms of at least one of color or shape.
[0022] When comparing one of the colored regions and
the other colored region, users alternately see one of the
colored regions and the other colored region by moving
their eyes in the first direction. At this time, since the
colored portions adjacent to each other in the first direc-
tion are different, users can differentiate one of the color-
ed regions and the other colored region with the differ-
ence in color or shape of the colored portions, and the
comparison between the colored regions on both sides
becomes easy.
[0023] A pet absorbent sheet according to another as-
pect is a pet absorbent sheet comprising: a top-surface
sheet disposed on a top-surface side; a back-surface
sheet disposed on a back-surface side; an absorbent
body provided between the top-surface sheet and the
back-surface sheet; and a colored portion that is visible
from a top-surface side of the top-surface sheet in a re-
gion that overlaps the absorbent body, wherein the color-
ed portion has a first colored portion colored with a first
color with a green hue and a second colored portion color-
ed with a second color with a purple hue.
[0024] The design of Patent Literature 1 is formed of
a colored or chromogenic design. Usually, in pet absorb-
ent sheets having a design, urine is not easily noticeable,
and the urine-covering performance is enhanced com-
pared with pet absorbent sheets having no design. How-
ever, depending on the color of the design, there has
been a concern that the design may be similar to the
trace of urine and users may mistakenly recognize an
unused pet absorbent sheet as a used pet absorbent
sheet. In addition, depending on the color of the design,

there has been a concern that urine and the design may
be wrongly recognized and it may be impossible to en-
hance the urine-covering performance with the design.
Therefore, there is a desire for a pet absorbent sheet
enabling the distinctive recognition of urine and a colored
portion and the enhancement of the urine-covering per-
formance with the colored portion.
[0025] The pet absorbent sheet according to the
present aspect is configured to enable the distinctive rec-
ognition of urine and the colored portion and the enhance-
ment of the urine-covering performance with the colored
portion. Usually, the color of healthy urine has a yellow
hue, and the color of unhealthy urine has a red hue. Both
the first colored portion with a green hue and the second
colored portion with a purple hue are easily recognized
distinctively with respect to yellow hues and red hues.
Therefore, it is possible for users not to recognizing the
colored portion as the trace of urine mistakenly in a pre-
use state of the pet absorbent sheet. In addition, users
easily recognize both the color of healthy urine and the
color of unhealthy urine and easily identify the healthy
state and the unhealthy state. Additionally, since urine
and the colored portion are easily recognized distinctive-
ly, the trace of urine is camouflaged by the colored por-
tion, and it is possible to enhance the urine-covering per-
formance.
[0026] According to a preferable aspect, the first color-
ed portion may be a color having an R value of 0 to 128,
a G value of 165 to 191, and a B value of 90 to 113 that
are based on an RGB color system. All of the R value,
the G value, and the B value of the first colored portion
are not identical to the values of the color of urine in a
healthy state and the color of urine in an unhealthy state,
and the first colored portion is easily differentiated from
urine.
[0027] According to a preferable aspect, the second
colored portion may be a color having an R value of 127
to 186, a G value of 65 to 91, and a B value of 136 to 151
that are based on an RGB color system. Both the R value
and the B value of the second colored portion are not
identical to the values of the color of urine in a healthy
state and the color of urine in an unhealthy state, and the
second colored portion is easily differentiated from urine.
[0028] According to a preferable aspect, the colored
portion may be disposed along the contour of a design,
and a non-colored portion may be provided in a region
surrounded by the colored portion. In a case where urine
is discharged on the non-colored portion, it is possible to
compare urine and the colored portion. In addition, since
the colored portion is disposed to surround the non-color-
ed portion, it is possible to identify the spread condition
of urine with the colored portion. Therefore, it is also pos-
sible to identify the health states of pets by identifying
the amount of urine.
[0029] According to a preferable aspect, the first color-
ed portion may have a first pet pattern that indicates a
pet pattern marking a pet that is a target user and a first
auxiliary pattern that indicates a thing other than pets,
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the second colored portion may have a second pet pat-
tern that indicates a pet pattern marking a pet that is a
target user and a second auxiliary pattern that indicates
a thing other than pets, in a region that overlaps the first
pet pattern or a vicinity thereof, the second auxiliary pat-
tern may be disposed, and, in a region that overlaps the
second pet pattern or a vicinity thereof, the first auxiliary
pattern may be disposed. Since the first pet pattern and
the second auxiliary pattern are disposed close to each
other, and the second pet pattern and the first auxiliary
pattern are disposed close to each other, it is possible to
compare urine with both the first colored portion and the
second colored portion. Therefore, a healthy state and
an unhealthy state are easily identified. In addition, users
can identify the pet that is the target user by seeing the
first pet pattern and the second pet pattern. Therefore,
even in a case where there are a plurality of kinds of pets,
it is easy to identify the pets that are the targets and to
identify the health states of the pets that become the tar-
gets. Additionally, since the pet pattern and the auxiliary
pattern are integrally provided, the designability is en-
hanced, and it is possible to further enhance the urine-
covering effect.
[0030] According to a preferable aspect, a maximum
dimension of the first pet pattern may be larger than a
maximum dimension of the second auxiliary pattern, and
a maximum dimension of the second pet pattern may be
larger than a maximum dimension of the first auxiliary
pattern. The first pet pattern and the second pet pattern
are easily noticeable, and users can identify the pet that
is the target user. Therefore, even in a case where there
are a plurality of kinds of pets, it is easy to identify the
pets that are the targets and to identify the health states
of the pets that become the targets.
[0031] According to a preferable aspect, the pet ab-
sorbent sheet may have an outer peripheral colored por-
tion that is visible from the top-surface side of the top-
surface sheet in a periphery of the absorbent body, and
the outer peripheral colored portion may have the first
color or the second color. Since the outer peripheral
colored portion has the first color or the second color, it
is possible to make the first colored portion or the second
colored portion noticeable with the outer peripheral color-
ed portion. Therefore, it is possible to further enhance
the urine-covering effect of the colored portions.
[0032] A pet absorbent sheet according to another as-
pect is a pet absorbent sheet comprising: a top-surface
sheet disposed on a top-surface side; a back-surface
sheet disposed on a back-surface side; an absorbent
body provided between the top-surface sheet and the
back-surface sheet; and a colored portion that is dis-
posed on a back-surface side of the top-surface sheet in
a region that overlaps the absorbent body and is visible
from a top-surface side of the top-surface sheet,
wherein the colored portion has a pet face pattern that
indicates a face of a target pet that is a target user, the
pet face pattern has a first pet face pattern colored with
a first color and a second pet face pattern colored with a

second color that is different from the first color, and a
degree of difference in color between the first color and
the second color is by two or more hues in 24 color hues
classified by the Ostwald hue circle.
[0033] Users that own a plurality of kinds of pets use
separate pet absorbent sheets for each kind of the pets.
Specifically, a cat absorbent sheet and a dog absorbent
sheet are selectively used. However, the pet absorbent
sheet of Patent Literature 2 indicates the footprint of a
pet, and it is difficult for users to discern whether the pet
absorbent sheet is a dog absorbent sheet or a cat ab-
sorbent sheet. In addition, in a case where the footprint
of a cat is indicated on a dog absorbent sheet, there is a
concern that users may mistakenly recognize the target
user. Therefore, there is a demand for a pet absorbent
sheet that makes users easily identify the target user.
[0034] The pet absorbent sheet according to the
present aspect is configured to make users easily identify
the target user. With the first pet face pattern and the
second pet face pattern, the decorativeness is enhanced,
and it is possible to attract users’ attention. In addition,
since the first pet face pattern and the second pet face
pattern are different colors, both patterns are not inte-
grally recognized, and it is possible to make the patterns
separately noticeable. Users can easily identify the pet
that is the target user by seeing the pet face patterns.
[0035] According to a preferable aspect, the colored
portion may not have a non-target pattern that indicates
a pet other than the target pet. Users can easily identify
the pet that is the target user by seeing the pet face pat-
tern. In addition, since there is no non-target pattern, even
in a case where there are a plurality of pets that are the
target users, it is possible to use the absorbent sheet
without mistakenly recognizing the target.
[0036] According to a preferable aspect, the colored
portion may have the pet face pattern and a non-target
pattern that marks a pet other than a target user, and the
number of the pet face patterns may be twice or more
the number of the non-target patterns. Users can easily
identify the pet that is the target user by seeing the pet
face pattern. Since the number of the pet face patterns
is twice or more the number of the non-target patterns,
users easily recognize that the pet face pattern indicates
the target, and it is possible to suppress a failure of mis-
takenly recognizing the target user. Even in a case where
there are a plurality of pets that are the target users, it is
possible to use the absorbent sheet without mistakenly
recognizing the target.
[0037] According to a preferable aspect, a maximum
dimension of the pet face pattern may be larger than a
maximum dimension of the non-target pattern. The pet
face pattern is more easily noticeable than the non-target
pattern, and users can easily identify the pet that is the
target user by seeing the pet face pattern.
[0038] According to a preferable aspect, a color of the
non-target pattern may be different from a color of the
pet face pattern disposed at a position closest to the non-
target pattern, and a degree of difference in color may
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be by two or more hues in the 24 color hues classified
by the Ostwald hue circle. Users easily recognize the pet
face pattern and the non-target pattern distinctively. Us-
ers can easily identify the pet that is the target user by
seeing the pet face patterns.
[0039] According to a preferable aspect, the pet face
pattern may be a pattern that indicates a face of a cat
that is a target user. Users can easily identify that a cat
is the target user by seeing the pet face pattern.
[0040] According to a preferable aspect, the pet ab-
sorbent sheet may have a peripheral region disposed in
a periphery of the absorbent body, in the peripheral re-
gion, an outer peripheral colored portion that is visible
from the top-surface side of the top-surface sheet is pro-
vided, the outer peripheral colored portion has a color
that is similar to the first color, and a degree of similarity
in color is in an identical color hue or in a range of differ-
ence of only one hue number in the 24 color hues clas-
sified by the Ostwald hue circle. The outer peripheral
colored portion and the first color pattern are integrated
with each other, whereby decorativeness is enhanced,
and it is possible to attract users’ attention. In addition,
the outer peripheral colored portion and the first color
pattern are integrated with each other, whereby the sec-
ond color pattern is likely to become relatively noticeable.
Users can easily identify the pet that is the target user
by recognizing the first color pattern or the second color
pattern.
[0041] A pet absorbent sheet according to another as-
pect is a pet absorbent sheet comprising: a top-surface
sheet disposed on a top-surface side; a back-surface
sheet disposed on a back-surface side; an absorbent
body provided between the top-surface sheet and the
back-surface sheet; and a colored portion that is dis-
posed on a back-surface side of the top-surface sheet in
a region that overlaps the absorbent body and is visible
from a top-surface side of the top-surface sheet,
wherein the colored portion has a pet face pattern that
indicates a face of a cat that is a target user, and has no
non-target pattern that indicates a pet other than the tar-
get user.
[0042] Users can easily identify that a cat is the target
user by seeing the pet face pattern. In addition, since
there is no non-target pattern that indicates a pet other
than a cat, even in a case where there are a plurality of
pets that are the target users, it is possible to use the
absorbent sheet without mistakenly recognizing the tar-
get.
[0043] According to a preferable aspect, the number
of the pet face patterns may be 50% or more of the total
number of the patterns. Among all of the patterns, the
pet face pattern is more easily noticeable, and users can
easily identify the pet that is the target user by seeing the
pet face pattern.
[0044] According to a preferable aspect, the colored
portion may have an auxiliary pattern that indicates a
thing other than the pet, and the number of the pet face
patterns may be equal to or larger than the number of

the auxiliary patterns. The pet face pattern is easily no-
ticeable compared with the auxiliary pattern, and users
can easily identify the pet that is the target user by seeing
the pet face pattern.
[0045] According to a preferable aspect, a maximum
dimension of the pet face pattern may be larger than a
maximum dimension of the auxiliary pattern. The pet face
pattern is more easily noticeable than the auxiliary pat-
tern, and users can easily identify the pet that is the target
user by seeing the pet face pattern.
[0046] According to a preferable aspect, a color of the
auxiliary pattern may be different from a color of the pet
face pattern disposed at a position closest to the auxiliary
pattern, and a degree of difference in color may be by
two or more hues in the 24 color hues classified by the
Ostwald hue circle. Users easily recognize the pet face
pattern and the auxiliary pattern distinctively. Users can
easily identify the pet that is the target user by seeing the
pet face patterns.
[0047] According to a preferable aspect, the pet face
pattern may be a pattern that indicates an entire body of
the target user including a face. The pet face pattern
shows the entire body, whereby users more easily iden-
tify the target pet. Users can easily identify the pet that
is the target user by seeing the pet face patterns.
[0048] According to a preferable aspect, the pet ab-
sorbent sheet may have a background portion that is pro-
vided in a periphery of the colored portion in the region
that overlaps the absorbent body and is visible from the
top-surface side of the top-surface sheet, a color of the
pet face pattern may be different from a color of the back-
ground portion, and a degree of difference in color may
be by two or more hues in the 24 color hues classified
by the Ostwald hue circle. The pet face pattern becomes
noticeable compared with the background portion, and
users more easily recognize the pet face pattern. Users
can easily identify the pet that is the target user by seeing
the pet face patterns.

(2) Configuration of pet absorbent sheet

[0049] Hereinafter, a pet absorbent sheet according to
a first embodiment will be described with reference to
drawings. It should be noted that, in the following descrip-
tion of the drawings, identical or similar portions will be
given identical or similar reference signs. Here, the draw-
ings are schematic views, and attention needs to be paid
to the fact that the ratios between individual dimensions
and the like are different from actual ones. Therefore,
specific dimensions and the like need to be determined
with reference to the following description. In addition,
there may be a portion where the relationships or ratios
between dimensions do not match between drawings. In
the present specification, "pets" broadly include verte-
brates and invertebrates and include typical pets such
as cats, dogs, rabbits, and hamsters. The pet absorbent
sheet of the present embodiment is a cat absorbent
sheet.
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[0050] Fig. 1 is a plan view of a pet absorbent sheet
according to a first embodiment as seen from an excre-
tion surface side. Fig. 2 is a schematic cross-sectional
view of the pet absorbent sheet taken along a line A-A
shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is an enlarged plan view of part B
in Fig. 1. The pet absorbent sheet 10 is a flat sheet as a
whole. One surface of the pet absorbent sheet 10 is an
excretion surface that receives pet excrement. In the
present embodiment, the surface configuring the excre-
tion surface will be described as a top surface 101, and
a surface configuring a non-excretion surface will be de-
scribed as a back surface 102. Fig. 2 shows a top-surface
side T1 and a back-surface side T2 in a thickness direc-
tion T.
[0051] The pet absorbent sheet has a first direction D1
and a second direction D2 that are orthogonal to the thick-
ness direction T. The first direction D1 and the second
direction D2 are orthogonal to each other. The first direc-
tion D1 and the second direction D2 are directions that
extend in the plane direction. The first direction D1 of the
present embodiment is the longitudinal direction in a plan
view, and the second direction D2 is the width direction
orthogonal to the longitudinal direction. It should be noted
that, in a modified example, the first direction D1 may be
the width direction in a plan view, and the second direc-
tion D2 may be the longitudinal direction.
[0052] The pet absorbent sheet 10 has a top-surface
sheet 12 that is disposed on the top-surface side T1, a
back-surface sheet 14 that is disposed on the back-sur-
face side T2, and an absorbent body 20. The absorbent
body 20 is provided between the top-surface sheet 12
and the back-surface sheet 14. The top-surface sheet 12
may be a liquid-permeable sheet that is permeable to
liquid such as pet excrement. The liquid-permeable sheet
may be formed of, for example, a liquid-permeable non-
woven fabric or opening film. The back-surface sheet 14
may be a liquid-impermeable sheet that is not permeable
to liquid such as pet excrement. The back-surface sheet
14 is not particularly limited and may be formed of, for
example, a resin film sheet. In the back-surface sheet 14
of the present embodiment, the back-surface sheet 14
is entirely colored. The back-surface sheet 14 may be
colored with a first color or second color described below.
[0053] A part of the back-surface sheet 14 extends to-
ward the outer side more than the absorbent body 20.
The back-surface sheet 14 is visible from the top-surface
side T1, and a colored portion of the back-surface sheet
disposed in an outer peripheral portion 18 of the pet ab-
sorbent sheet 10 configures an "outer peripheral colored
portion" in the present invention. The outer peripheral
colored portion is visible from the top-surface side of the
top-surface sheet 12 in the periphery of the absorbent
body. Users can see the back-surface sheet 14 posi-
tioned in the outer peripheral portion 18 through the top-
surface sheet 12.
[0054] The absorbent body 20 may include an absorb-
ent core 30 and a core wrap 33 that wraps the absorbent
core 30. The core wrap 33 may include a first core wrap

33a that covers the top-surface side T1 of the absorbent
core 30 and a second core wrap 33b that covers the back-
surface side T2 of the absorbent core 30. The absorbent
core 30 is not particularly limited and may include a hy-
drophilic fiber layer such as pulp, a superabsorbent pol-
ymer (SAP), or a combination thereof. The core wrap 33
is not particularly limited and can be formed of, for ex-
ample, liquid-permeable tissue.
[0055] The pet absorbent sheet 10 has colored por-
tions 80 that are visible from the top-surface side T1 of
the top-surface sheet 12 in a region that overlaps the
absorbent body 20. The colored portions 80 are disposed
on the back-surface side T2 of the top-surface sheet 12.
The colored portions 80 of the present embodiment are
printed on the surface of the first core wrap 33a on the
top-surface side T1. It should be noted that, in a modified
example, the colored portions 80 may be provided on the
surface of the top-surface sheet 12 on the back-surface
side, may be provided on the surface of the absorbent
core 30 on the top-surface side T1, or may be provided
on the surface on the top-surface side T1 of a second
sheet that is provided between the top-surface sheet 12
and the absorbent body 20.
[0056] The colored portions 80 preferably have pet pat-
terns 81 that mark a pet that is the target user and aux-
iliary patterns 84 that indicate a thing other than pets.
The pet pattern 81 conceptually includes not only a figure
that indicates the face of a pet but also a figure that in-
dicates the body of a pet or a figure that indicates a fa-
vorite item. The auxiliary pattern 84 is a figure that indi-
cates a thing other than pets and may be an any figure
such as a heart figure or a star figure.
[0057] The maximum dimension of the pet pattern 81
in the first direction D1 is preferably larger than the max-
imum dimension of the auxiliary pattern 84 in the first
direction D1. In addition, the maximum dimension of the
pet pattern 81 in the second direction D2 is preferably
larger than the maximum dimension of the auxiliary pat-
tern 84 in the second direction D2. The pet patterns 81
are easily noticeable compared with the auxiliary patterns
84, and users can easily identify the pet that is the target
user by seeing the pet patterns 81. Due to the pet patterns
81, users easily recognize a cat that is the pet as the
target user, and, even in a case where the target user is
a plurality of pets, it is possible to suppress a failure of
mistakenly recognizing the target user.
[0058] The number of the pet patterns is preferably
50% or more of the total number of the patterns. Among
all of the patterns, first patterns are more easily noticea-
ble, and users can easily identify the pet that is the target
user by seeing the first patterns. In addition, the number
of the pet patterns 81 is preferably equal to or larger than
the number of the auxiliary patterns 84. The pet patterns
81 are easily noticeable compared with the auxiliary pat-
terns 84, and users can easily identify the pet that is the
target user by seeing the pet patterns.
[0059] In the region that overlaps the absorbent body
of the pet absorbent sheet 10, colored regions R1 where
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a plurality of the colored portions 80 are disposed and a
non-colored region R2 where no colored portions 80 are
disposed between the colored regions R1 in the first di-
rection D1 may be provided. The colored regions R1 and
the non-colored region R2 are provided throughout the
entire region of the absorbent body 20 in the second di-
rection D2. The non-colored region R2 is a region where
any of the colored portions 80 are not provided through-
out the entire region of the absorbent body 20 in the sec-
ond direction D2. The colored region R1 is a region where
some of the colored portions 80 are provided on an any
virtual line that extends in the second direction D2 of the
absorbent body 20. The non-colored region R2 is sand-
wiched by the colored regions R1 in the first direction D1.
The colored regions R1 and the non-colored region R2
both overlap the absorbent core 30 of the absorbent body
20 in a plan view.
[0060] Some pets discharge urine unevenly only at a
certain region (for example, one colored region R1) rather
than discharge urine evenly throughout the entire region
of the absorbent body. At this time, in a different region
(for example, the other colored region R1), urine is not
discharged or the amount of urine discharged becomes
small. During use, urine can be covered with the colored
portions 80 in the colored regions R1. In addition, at the
time of replacement, one colored region R1 where a large
amount of urine is discharged and the other colored re-
gion R1 where a small amount of urine is discharged are
visually compared with each other. At this time, the color-
ed regions R1 are provided on both sides of the non-
colored region R2, and one colored region R1 and the
other colored region R1 are divided by the non-colored
region R2. Comparison of the colored regions R1 on both
sides across the non-colored region R2 facilitates the
comparison of the colored regions R1 on both sides.
Therefore, users can easily identify whether only one
colored region R1 was used and thus the orientation
needs to be changed or both colored regions R1 were
used and thus the sheet needs to be replaced. In addition,
since the non-colored region R2 where the colored por-
tions 80 are not disposed is provided, in the non-colored
region R2, the trace of urine is less likely to be covered
with the colored portions 80. Therefore, users can easily
identify whether or not urine was discharged on the pet
absorbent sheet 10.
[0061] The non-colored region R2 preferably straddles
a center 20LC of the absorbent body 20 in the first direc-
tion D1. The non-colored region R2 is provided at the
center 20LC of the absorbent body 20 in the first direction
D1. The non-colored region R2 becomes easily notice-
able, and users can easily identify the non-colored region
R2 and more easily identify a time for replacing the sheet.
[0062] A length L2 of the non-colored region R2 in the
first direction D1 is preferably longer than a length L80
of the colored portion 80 in the first direction D1. Since
the length of the non-colored region R2 in the first direc-
tion D1 is longer than the length of the colored portion in
the first direction D1, it becomes easy to differentiate the

gaps between the colored portions 80 and the non-color-
ed region R2. Therefore, it is easier to obtain an effect
of dividing the colored regions R1 on both sides with the
non-colored region R2. It should be noted that, in a con-
figuration having a plurality of the colored portions 80
with different dimensions, the length of the colored por-
tion 80 having the longest length in the first direction D1
is regarded as the length of the colored portion 80 in the
first direction D1. The length L2 of the non-colored region
R2 in the first direction D1 is preferably longer than a
length L1 of each colored region R1 in the first direction
D1. Since the length L2 of the non-colored region R2 in
the first direction D1 is longer than the lengths L1 of the
colored regions R1 in the first direction D1, it is easier to
obtain an effect of differentiating the individual colored
regions R1 with the non-colored region R2.
[0063] The length L1 in the first direction of the colored
region R1 disposed on one side of the center 20LC of
the absorbent body 20 in the first direction D1 and the
length L1 in the first direction D1 of the colored region
R1 disposed on the other side of the center 20LC may
be different from each other. It becomes easy to differ-
entiate the individual colored regions R1 and to compare
the colored regions R1 on both sides. Therefore, users
can easily identify whether only one colored region R1
was used and thus the orientation needs to be changed
or both colored regions R1 were used and thus the sheet
needs to be replaced.
[0064] In the region that overlaps the absorbent body
20, second non-colored regions R3 where the colored
portions 80 are not disposed throughout the entire region
of the absorbent body 20 in the second direction D2 may
be provided on the outer sides of the colored regions R1
in the first direction D1. On both sides across the colored
region R1, the non-colored region R2 and the second
non-colored region R3 are provided. The colored portions
80 in the colored regions R1 become more easily notice-
able, and the comparison between the colored regions
R1 on both sides becomes easier.
[0065] The length L3 of the second non-colored region
R3 in the first direction D1 is preferably shorter than the
length L1 of the colored region R1 in the first direction
D1. It is possible to make the colored regions R1 notice-
able, and it becomes easy for users to compare the color-
ed regions R1 on both sides. Therefore, users can easily
identify whether only one colored region R1 was used
and thus the orientation needs to be changed or both
colored regions R1 were used and thus the sheet needs
to be replaced.
[0066] The colored portions 80 preferably have a first
colored portion 80A colored with a first color and a second
colored portion 80B colored with a second color that is
different from the first color. Specifically, the pet pattern
preferably has a first pet pattern 81A colored with the first
color and a second pet pattern 81B colored with the sec-
ond color. In addition, the auxiliary pattern 84 preferably
has a first auxiliary pattern 84A colored with the first color
and a second auxiliary pattern 84B colored with the sec-
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ond color. The first colored portion 80A has the first pet
pattern 81A and the first auxiliary pattern 84A. The sec-
ond colored portion 80B has the second pet pattern 81B
and the second auxiliary pattern 84B. That is, the first
pet pattern 81A and the first auxiliary pattern 84A are
colored with the same color. In addition, the second pet
pattern 81B and the second auxiliary pattern 84B are
colored with the same color. It should be noted that the
first pet pattern 81A and the first auxiliary pattern 84A
need to be mainly colored with the first color and may be
partially colored with a color other than the first color.
Similarly, the second pet pattern 81B and the second
auxiliary pattern 84B need to be mainly colored with the
second color and may be partially colored with a color
other than the second color. The state where the patterns
are colored with the main color refers to a state where
90% or more of the patterns are colored with the main
color.
[0067] The area ratio of the second colored portions
80B to the first colored portions 80A in one colored region
R1 may be different from the area ratio of the second
colored portions 80B to the first colored portions 80A in
the other colored region R1. Specifically, the colored por-
tions including the first pet patterns 81A and the first aux-
iliary patterns 84A are regarded as the first colored por-
tions 80A, and the colored portions including the second
pet pattern 81B and the second auxiliary pattern 84B are
regarded as the second colored portions 80B, and the
area ratios may be compared with each other. Since the
area ratio of the second colored portions 80B to the first
colored portions 80A differs in one colored region R1 and
the other colored region R1, users can differentiate one
colored region and the other colored region with the dif-
ference in the configuration ratio of color, and the com-
parison between the colored regions on both sides be-
comes easy.
[0068] Preferably, the area of the first colored portions
80A in one colored region R1 may be different from the
area of the first colored portions in the other colored re-
gion R1. The total area of the first pet patterns 81A in
one colored region R1 may be different from the total
area of the first pet patterns 81A in the other colored
region R1, and the total area of the second pet patterns
81B in one colored region R1 may be different from the
total area of the second pet patterns 81B in the other
colored region R1. Similarly, the total area of the first
auxiliary patterns 84A in one colored region R1 may be
different from the total area of the first auxiliary patterns
84A in the other colored region R1, and the total area of
the second auxiliary patterns 84B in one colored region
R1 may be different from the total area of the second
auxiliary patterns 84B in the other colored region R1.
With such a configuration, since the patterns differ in one
colored region and the other colored region, users can
differentiate one colored region and the other colored
region with the difference in pattern, and the comparison
between the colored regions on both sides becomes
easy.

[0069] The number of the first colored portions 80A in
one colored region R1 may be different from the number
of the first colored portions 80A in the other colored region
R1. In addition, the number of the second colored por-
tions 80B in one colored region R1 may be different from
the number of the second colored portions 80B in the
other colored region R1. Preferably, the number of the
first pet patterns 81A in one colored region R1 may be
different from the number of the first pet patterns 81A in
the other colored region R1, and the number of the sec-
ond pet patterns 81B in one colored region R1 may be
different from the number of the second pet patterns 81B
in the other colored region R1. Similarly, the number of
the first auxiliary patterns 84A in one colored region R1
may be different from the number of the first auxiliary
patterns 84A in the other colored region R1, and the
number of the second auxiliary patterns 84B in one color-
ed region R1 may be different from the number of the
second auxiliary patterns 84B in the other colored region
R1. With such a configuration, since the patterns differ
in one colored region and the other colored region, users
can differentiate one colored region and the other colored
region with the difference in pattern, and the comparison
between the colored regions on both sides becomes
easy.
[0070] A colored portion in one colored region R1 and
a colored portion in the other colored region R1 disposed
on an any straight line FL that passes through one colored
portion and extends along the first direction preferably
differ in terms of at least one of color or shape. When
comparing one colored region R1 and the other colored
region R1, users alternately see one colored region R1
and the other colored region R1 by moving their eyes in
the first direction D1. At this time, since the colored por-
tions adjacent to each other in the first direction are dif-
ferent, users can differentiate one of the colored regions
and the other colored region with the difference in color
or shape of the colored portions, and the comparison
between the colored regions on both sides becomes
easy.
[0071] Specifically, as shown in Fig. 1, a second pet
pattern 81B in one colored region R1 (the colored region
R1 positioned on the lower side in Fig. 1) and a second
pet pattern 81B in the other colored region R1 (the color-
ed region R1 positioned on the upper side in Fig. 1) are
disposed on the any straight line FL1 that extends along
the first direction. These patterns are identical in color,
but different in shape (the pattern on one side is a cat in
a sitting state, and the pattern on the other side is a cat
in a lying state). In addition, a first pet pattern 81A in one
colored region R1 and a second pet pattern 81B in the
other colored region R1 are disposed on an any straight
line FL2 that extends along the first direction. These pat-
terns are different in color and also different in shape.
[0072] The first color and the second color need to be
different colors and are not particularly limited. The de-
gree of difference between the first color and the second
color needs to be by two or more hues in the 24 color
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hues classified by the Ostwald hue circle. In addition,
preferably, the first color may be a color with a green hue,
and the second color may be a color with a purple hue.
That is, the first pet patterns 81A and the first auxiliary
patterns 84A configuring the first colored portions 80A
may be colored with the first color with a green hue, and
the second pet patterns 81B and the second auxiliary
patterns 84B configuring the second colored portions
80B may be colored with the second color with a purple
hue. Usually, the color of urine discharged from pets in
a healthy state exhibits a yellow hue, and the color of
urine discharged from pets in an unhealthy state exhibits
a red hue. Both the first colored portions 80A with a green
hue and the second colored portions 80B with a purple
hue are easily recognized distinctively with respect to
yellow hues and red hues. Therefore, users easily rec-
ognize the colored portions 80 and urine distinctively,
and it is possible to suppress users mistakenly recogniz-
ing the colored portions 80 as the trace of urine. There-
fore, users are less likely to mistakenly recognize unused
pet absorbent sheets as used pet absorbent sheets.
[0073] In addition, users easily recognize urine and the
colored portions 80 distinctively and thus can pay atten-
tion to the colored portions 80. It is possible to enhance
the designability of the pet absorbent sheet with the color-
ed portions 80. In addition, the colored portions 80 are
made noticeable, whereby urine is made relatively un-
noticeable, and the trace of urine is camouflaged, which
can enhance the urine-covering performance.
[0074] Here, the color of urine in a healthy state has a
color having an R value of 236 to 255, a G value of 208
to 241, and a B value of 29 to 86 that are based on the
RGB color system. In addition, the color of urine in an
unhealthy state has a color having an R value of 213 to
223, a G value of 84 to 89, and a B value of 53 to 69 that
are based on the RGB color system. The first colored
portion 80A may be a color having an R value of 0 to 128,
a G value of 165 to 191, and a B value of 90 to 113 that
are based on the RGB color system. All of the R value,
the G value, and the B value of the first colored portion
are not identical to the values of the color of urine in a
healthy state and the color of urine in an unhealthy state,
and the first colored portion is easily differentiated from
urine. The second colored portion 80B may be a color
having an R value of 127 to 186, a G value of 65 to 91,
and a B value of 136 to 151 that are based on the RGB
color system. Both the R value and the B value of the
second colored portion are not identical to the values of
the color of urine in a healthy state and the color of urine
in an unhealthy state, and the second colored portion is
easily differentiated from urine.
[0075] These RGB values can be measured using a
commercially available colorimeter. The color of the
colored portion in the present invention refers not to its
own color of the colored sheet, but to a color visible
through the top-surface sheet, and the color is measured
from the top-surface side of the pet absorbent sheet at
the time of measuring the RGB values. The color differ-

ence with respect to a white standard plate was meas-
ured using the first color, the second color, the color of
urine in a healthy state, and the color of urine in an un-
healthy state that fall within the ranges of the RGB values.
The color difference refers to ΔL, Δa, and Δb of the
(L*a*b*) color space with respect to the white standard
plate. The measurement results are shown in Table 1.
The color difference with respect to the white standard
plate can be calculated by measuring the lab value of the
white standard plate and the lab value of a target sample,
respectively. The lab value of the white standard plate is
set to zero at (X93.19, Y95.20, Z112.28). As the color
difference measuring instrument, it is possible to use, for
example, CR-300 manufactured by Konica Minolta, Inc.,
and, as the light source of the measuring machine, it is
possible to use a C light source (the standard of the In-
ternational Commission on Illumination (CIE)). The di-
ameter of the measuring window of the measuring ma-
chine is 40 mm. Here, L is a value that marks brightness,
and a and b are the plane coordinates of chromaticity.
When the Lab value of the white standard plate is ex-
pressed as L0, a0, and b0, and the Lab value of the target
sample is expressed as L1, a1, and b1, the color differ-
ence can be calculated from ΔL = L0 - L1, Δa = a0 - a1,
and Δb = b0 - b1.

[Table 1]

[0076] The colored portions 80 are disposed along the
contours of designs, and non-colored portions 85 may
be provided in regions surrounded by the colored por-
tions 80. Specifically, the pet patterns 81 are disposed
along the contours of cats, and the auxiliary patterns 84
are disposed along the contours of butterflies. In the re-
gions surrounded by the colored portions 80 that config-
ure the contours, the non-colored portions 85 are provid-
ed. In a case where urine is discharged on the non-color-
ed portion 85, it is possible to compare urine and the
colored portions 80. In addition, since the colored por-
tions 80 are disposed to surround the non-colored por-
tions 85, it is possible to identify the spread condition of
urine with the colored portions 80. Therefore, it is also
possible to identify the health states of pets by identifying
the amount of urine.
[0077] As shown in Fig. 3, in a region that overlaps the
first pet pattern 81A or the vicinity thereof, the second
auxiliary pattern 84B may be disposed, and, in a region
that overlaps the second pet pattern 81B or the vicinity
thereof, the first auxiliary pattern 84A may be disposed.
Here, the state where the pattern is disposed in the vi-
cinity refers to a state where the distance between the
two patterns is 10 mm or shorter. Since the first pet pat-
tern 81A and the second auxiliary pattern 84B are dis-
posed close to each other, and the second pet pattern
81B and the first auxiliary pattern 84A are disposed close
to each other, it is possible to compare both the first color-
ed portion 80A and the second colored portion 80B with
urine. Therefore, a healthy state and an unhealthy state
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are easily identified.
[0078] In addition, users can identify the pet that is the
target user by seeing the first pet patterns 81A and the
second pet patterns 81B. Therefore, even in a case
where the there are a plurality of kinds of pets, pets that
are the targets are easily identified. Even in a case where
the color of urine in a healthy state or the color of urine
in an unhealthy state differs for each of the pets that are
the targets, it is easy to appropriately identify the health
state of each pet by identifying the pet that becomes the
target.
[0079] Additionally, since the pet pattern 81 and the
auxiliary pattern 84 are integrally provided, the designa-
bility is enhanced, and it is possible to further enhance
the urine-covering effect. Preferably, a distance L13 be-
tween a first conglomerate that is the combination of the
first pet pattern 81A and the second auxiliary pattern 84B
and a second conglomerate that is the combination of
the second pet pattern 81B and the first auxiliary pattern
84A is preferably made longer than a distance L11 be-
tween the first pet pattern 81A and the second auxiliary
pattern 84B and made longer than a distance L12 be-
tween the second pet pattern 81B and the first auxiliary
pattern 84A. It becomes easy to recognize the first con-
glomerate that is the combination of the first pet pattern
81A and the second auxiliary pattern 84B and the second
conglomerate that is the combination of the second pet
pattern 81B and the first auxiliary pattern 84A, and it is
possible to integrate the pet pattern 81 and the auxiliary
pattern 84.
[0080] The maximum dimension of the first pet pattern
81A is preferably made larger than the maximum dimen-
sion of the second auxiliary pattern 84B, and the maxi-
mum dimension of the second pet pattern 81B is prefer-
ably made larger than the maximum dimension of the
first auxiliary pattern 84A. The first pet pattern 81A and
the second pet pattern 81B are easily noticeable, and
users can identify the pet that is the target user. There-
fore, even in a case where there are a plurality of kinds
of pets, it is easy to identify the pets that are the targets
and to identify the health states of the pets that become
the targets.
[0081] An outer peripheral colored portion 87 prefera-
bly has the first color or the second color. Since the outer
peripheral colored portion 87 has the first color or the
second color, it is possible to make the first colored por-
tions 80A or the second colored portions 80B noticeable
with the outer peripheral colored portion 87. Therefore,
it is possible to further enhance the urine-covering effect
of the colored portions 80.
[0082] Next, a pet absorbent sheet 10X according to
a second embodiment will be described based on Fig. 4.
Fig. 4 is a plan view of the pet absorbent sheet according
to the second embodiment as seen from an excretion
surface side. It should be noted that, in the description
of the second embodiment, the same configuration as in
the first embodiment will not be described again by giving
the same reference sign.

[0083] Colored portions 80X of the second embodi-
ment have pet patterns 811, but have no auxiliary pat-
terns. Users can easily identify a pet that is the target
user by seeing the pet patterns 811. In addition, since
there are no auxiliary patterns, it is possible to make the
pet patterns 811 noticeable, and it is easy to make the
target user recognized.
[0084] The pet pattern 811 has a first pet pattern 811A
colored with a first color and a second pet pattern 811B
colored with a second color. The first pet pattern 811A
and the second pet pattern 811B are patterns that are
painted not only in the contour but also in the entire inside.
The pet patterns are more likely to be noticeable, and it
becomes easy for users to compare colored regions on
both sides. Therefore, users can easily identify whether
only one colored region was used and thus the orientation
needs to be changed or both colored regions were used
and thus the sheet needs to be replaced.
[0085] Next, a pet absorbent sheet 10Y according to
a third embodiment will be described based on Fig. 5 to
Fig. 7. It should be noted that, in the following description
of the third embodiment, the same configuration as in the
above-described embodiment and the second embodi-
ment will not be described again by giving the same ref-
erence sign. Fig. 5 is a plan view of the pet absorbent
sheet according to the third embodiment as seen from
an excretion surface side. Fig. 6 is a schematic cross-
sectional view of the pet absorbent sheet taken along a
line D-D shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 7 is an enlarged plan view
of part E in Fig. 5. Colored portions 80Y of the pet ab-
sorbent sheet 10Y preferably have pet face patterns 86
that indicate the face of a pet that is the target user and
auxiliary patterns 84 that indicate a thing other than pets.
The pet face pattern 86 needs to include at least a figure
that indicates the face of the pet and may include a figure
that indicates the body of the pet. Therefore, the pet face
pattern 86 may be a pattern that also serves as the pet
pattern 81 marking the pet that is the target user or may
be a different pattern. The auxiliary pattern 84 is a figure
that indicates a thing other than pets and may be an any
figure such as a heart figure or a star figure.
[0086] The colored portions 80Y preferably have a first
colored portion 80A colored with a first color and a second
colored portion 80B colored with a second color that is
different from the first color. Specifically, the pet face pat-
tern 86 preferably has a first pet face pattern 86A colored
with the first color and a second pet face pattern 86B
colored with the second color. In addition, the auxiliary
pattern 84 preferably has a first auxiliary pattern 84A
colored with the first color and a second auxiliary pattern
84B colored with the second color. The first colored por-
tion 80A has the first pet face pattern 86A and the first
auxiliary pattern 84A. The second colored portion 80B
has the second pet face pattern 86B and the second aux-
iliary pattern 84B. That is, the first pet face pattern 86A
and the first auxiliary pattern 84A are colored with the
same color. In addition, the second pet face pattern 86B
and the second auxiliary pattern 84B are colored with the
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same color. It should be noted that the first pet face pat-
tern 86A and the first auxiliary pattern 84A need to be
mainly colored with the first color and may be partially
colored with a color other than the first color. Similarly,
the second pet face pattern 86B and the second auxiliary
pattern 84B need to be mainly colored with the second
color and may be partially colored with a color other than
the second color. The state where the patterns are color-
ed with the main color refers to a state where 90% or
more of the patterns are colored with the main color.
[0087] With the first pet face pattern 86A and the sec-
ond pet face pattern 86B, the decorativeness is en-
hanced, and it is possible to attract users’ attention. In
addition, since the first pet face pattern 86A and the sec-
ond pet face pattern 86B are different colors, both pat-
terns are not integrally recognized, and it is possible to
make the patterns separately noticeable. Users can eas-
ily identify the pet that is the target user by seeing the
pet face patterns. In addition, the pet face patterns pref-
erably indicate the face of a cat that is the target user.
Users can easily identify that a cat is the target user by
seeing the pet face pattern.
[0088] The colored portions 80Y may not have a non-
target pattern that indicates pets other than the target
pet. The pets other than the target pet are, in a cat ab-
sorbent sheet, pets such as dogs, rabbits, and hamsters
that are pets other than a cat. The pattern conceptually
includes not only the face of the pet, but also a figure that
indicates a part of the body of the pet or a favorite item.
Since there is no non-target pattern, even in a case where
there are a plurality of pets that are the target users, it is
possible to use the absorbent sheet without mistakenly
recognizing the target.
[0089] The pet face pattern may be a pattern that in-
dicates the entire body of the target user including the
face. The pet face pattern shows the entire body, where-
by users more easily identify the target pet. Users can
easily identify the pet that is the target user by seeing the
pet patterns.
[0090] The number of the pet face patterns 86 may be
50% or more of the total number of the patterns. Among
all of the patterns, the pet face patterns 86 are more easily
noticeable, and users can easily identify the pet that is
the target user by seeing the pet face patterns 86. In
addition, the number of the pet face patterns 86 may be
equal to or larger than the number of the auxiliary patterns
84. The pet face patterns 86 are easily noticeable com-
pared with the auxiliary patterns 84, and users can easily
identify the pet that is the target user by seeing the pet
face patterns.
[0091] The maximum dimension of the pet face pattern
86 is preferably larger than the maximum dimension of
the auxiliary pattern 84. More preferably, the maximum
dimension in the first direction D1 is preferably larger
than the maximum dimension of the auxiliary pattern 84
in the first direction D1. In addition, the maximum dimen-
sion of the pet face pattern 86 in the second direction D2
is preferably larger than the maximum dimension of the

auxiliary pattern 84 in the second direction D2. The pet
face patterns 86 are easily noticeable compared with the
auxiliary patterns 84, and users can easily identify the
pet that is the target user by seeing the pet face patterns
86. Due to the pet face patterns 86, users easily recog-
nize the cat that is the target user, and, even in a case
where the target user is a plurality of pets, it is possible
to suppress a failure of mistakenly recognizing the target
user.
[0092] The first color and the second color need to be
different colors and are not particularly limited. The de-
gree of difference between the first color and the second
color needs to be by two or more hues in the 24 color
hues classified by the Ostwald hue circle. In addition,
preferably, the first color may be a color with a green hue,
and the second color may be a color with a purple hue.
That is, the first pet face patterns 86A and the first aux-
iliary patterns 84A configuring the first colored portions
80A may be colored with the first color with a green hue,
and the second pet face patterns 86B and the second
auxiliary patterns 84B configuring the second colored
portions 80B may be colored with the second color with
a purple hue. Usually, the color of urine discharged from
pets in a healthy state exhibits a yellow hue, and the color
of urine discharged from pets in an unhealthy state ex-
hibits a red hue. Both the first colored portions 80A with
a green hue and the second colored portions 80B with a
purple hue are easily recognized distinctively with re-
spect to yellow hues and red hues. Therefore, users eas-
ily recognize the colored portions 80Y and urine distinc-
tively, and it is possible to suppress users mistakenly
recognizing the colored portions 80Y as the trace of urine.
Therefore, users are less likely to mistakenly recognize
unused pet absorbent sheets as used pet absorbent
sheets.
[0093] In addition, users easily recognize urine and the
colored portions 80Y distinctively and thus can pay at-
tention to the colored portions 80Y. It is possible to en-
hance the designability of the pet absorbent sheet with
the colored portions 80Y. In addition, the colored portions
80Y are made noticeable, whereby urine is made rela-
tively unnoticeable, and the trace of urine is camouflaged,
which can enhance the urine-covering performance.
[0094] The pet absorbent sheet 10Y preferably has a
background portion 88 that is provided in a periphery of
the colored portions in the region that overlaps the ab-
sorbent body and is visible from the top-surface side of
the top-surface sheet. The background portion 88 is a
portion not provided with the colored portions 80Y. The
background portion of the present embodiment is formed
of the top surface of the absorbent body and is white.
The color of the pet face pattern needs to be different
from the color of the background portion. The degree of
difference in color is by two or more hues in the 24 color
hues classified by the Ostwald hue circle. The color of
the background portion is different from both the first color
and the second color of the pet face patterns. The pet
face patterns become noticeable compared with the
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background portion, and users more easily recognize the
pet patterns. Users can easily identify the pet that is the
target user by seeing the pet face patterns.
[0095] The colored portions 80Y are disposed along
the contours of designs, and the background portion 88
may be provided in a region surrounded by the colored
portions 80Y. Specifically, the pet face patterns 86 are
disposed along the contours of cats, and the auxiliary
patterns 84 are disposed along the contours of butterflies.
In the region surrounded by the colored portions 80Y that
configure the contours, the background portion 88 is pro-
vided. In a case where urine is discharged on the back-
ground portion 88, it is possible to compare urine and the
colored portions 80Y. In addition, since the colored por-
tions 80Y are disposed to surround the background por-
tion 88, it is possible to identify the spread condition of
urine with the colored portions 80Y. Therefore, it is also
possible to identify the health states of pets by identifying
the amount of urine.
[0096] As shown in Fig. 7, in a region that overlaps the
first pet face pattern 86A or the vicinity thereof, the sec-
ond auxiliary pattern 84B may be disposed, and, in a
region that overlaps the second pet face pattern 86B or
the vicinity thereof, the first auxiliary pattern 84A may be
disposed. Here, the state where the pattern is disposed
in the vicinity refers to a state where the distance between
the two patterns is 10 mm or shorter. Since the first pet
face pattern 86A and the second auxiliary pattern 84B
are disposed close to each other, and the second pet
face pattern 86B and the first auxiliary pattern 84A are
disposed close to each other, it is possible to compare
both the first colored portion 80A and the second colored
portion 80B with urine. Therefore, a healthy state and an
unhealthy state are easily identified. In addition, users
can identify the pet that is the target user by seeing the
first pet face patterns 86A and the second pet face pat-
terns 86B. Therefore, even in a case where the there are
a plurality of kinds of pets, pets that are the targets are
easily identified.
[0097] Additionally, since the pet face pattern 86 and
the auxiliary pattern 84 are integrally provided, the des-
ignability is enhanced, and it is possible to further en-
hance the urine-covering effect. Preferably, a distance
L23 between a first conglomerate that is the combination
of the first pet face pattern 86A and the second auxiliary
pattern 84B and a second conglomerate that is the com-
bination of the second pet face pattern 86B and the first
auxiliary pattern 84A is preferably made longer than a
distance L21 between the first pet face pattern 86A and
the second auxiliary pattern 84B and made longer than
a distance L22 between the second pet face pattern 86B
and the first auxiliary pattern 84A. It becomes easy to
recognize the first conglomerate that is the combination
of the first pet face pattern 86A and the second auxiliary
pattern 84B and the second conglomerate that is the
combination of the second pet face pattern 86B and the
first auxiliary pattern 84A, and it is possible to integrate
the pet face pattern 86 and the auxiliary pattern 84.

[0098] The color of the auxiliary pattern 84 is different
from the color of the pet face pattern 86 disposed at the
position closest to the auxiliary pattern 84, and the degree
of difference in color needs to be by two or more hues in
the 24 color hues classified by the Ostwald hue circle. In
Fig. 7, the pet face pattern 86 disposed at the position
closest to the second auxiliary pattern 84B is the first pet
face pattern 86A, and the pet face pattern 86 disposed
at the position closest to the first auxiliary pattern 84A is
the second pet face pattern 86B. Users easily recognize
the pet patterns and the auxiliary patterns distinctively.
Users can easily identify the pet that is the target user
by seeing the pet face patterns.
[0099] The maximum dimension of the first pet face
pattern 86A is preferably made larger than the maximum
dimension of the second auxiliary pattern 84B, and the
maximum dimension of the second pet face pattern 86B
is preferably made larger than the maximum dimension
of the first auxiliary pattern 84A. The first pet face pattern
86A and the second pet face pattern 86B are easily no-
ticeable, and users can identify the pet that is the target
user.
[0100] The outer peripheral colored portion 87 may
have a color similar to the first color. The degree of sim-
ilarity in color is in an identical color hue or in a range of
difference of only one hue number in the 24 color hues
classified by the Ostwald hue circle. The outer peripheral
colored portion and the first color pattern are integrated
with each other, whereby decorativeness is enhanced,
and it is possible to attract users’ attention. In addition,
the outer peripheral colored portion and the first color
pattern are integrated with each other, whereby the sec-
ond color pattern is likely to become relatively noticeable.
Users can easily identify the pet that is the target user
by recognizing the first color pattern or the second color
pattern.
[0101] Next, a pet absorbent sheet 10Z according to a
fourth embodiment will be described based on Fig. 8. Fig.
8 is a plan view of the pet absorbent sheet according to
the fourth embodiment as seen from an excretion surface
side. It should be noted that, in the description of the
fourth embodiment, the same configuration as in the
above-described embodiments will not be described
again by giving the same reference sign.
[0102] Colored portions 80Z of the fourth embodiment
have pet face patterns 861 and non-target patterns 83
and have no auxiliary patterns. The non-target patterns
83 are figures that indicate a dog that is a pet other than
the target user. Specifically, the non-target patterns in-
clude a figure that indicates a whole dog and a figure that
indicates a born that dogs like. The number of the pet
face patterns 86 may be twice or more the number of the
non-target patterns 83. Users can easily identify the pet
that is the target user by seeing the pet face pattern.
Since the number of the pet face patterns is twice or more
the number of the non-target patterns, users easily rec-
ognize that the pet face pattern indicates the target, and
it is possible to suppress a failure of mistakenly recog-
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nizing the target user. Even in a case where there are a
plurality of pets that are the target users, it is possible to
use the absorbent sheet without mistakenly recognizing
the target.
[0103] The maximum dimension of the pet face pattern
86 is preferably larger than the maximum dimension of
the non-target pattern 83. The pet face patterns 86 are
more easily noticeable than the non-target patterns 83,
and users can easily identify the pet that is the target
user by seeing the pet face patterns 86.
[0104] The color of the non-target pattern 83 is different
from the color of the pet face pattern 86 disposed at the
position closest to the non-target pattern 83, and the de-
gree of difference in color needs to be by two or more
hues in the 24 color hues classified by the Ostwald hue
circle. Users easily recognize the pet face patterns 86
and the non-target patterns 83 distinctively. Users can
easily identify the pet that is the target user by seeing the
pet face patterns 86.
[0105] The pet face pattern 861 has a first pet face
pattern 861A colored with a first color and a second pet
face pattern 861B colored with a second color. The first
pet face pattern 861A and the second pet face pattern
861B are patterns that are painted not only in the contour
but also in the entire inside. The pet face patterns become
more noticeable.
[0106] Hitherto, the present invention has been de-
scribed in detail using the above-described embodi-
ments, but it is clear to a person skilled in the art that the
present invention is not limited to the embodiments de-
scribed in the present specification. The present inven-
tion can be carried out as a correction and modification
aspect within the gist and scope of the present invention
determined by the recitation in claims. Therefore, the de-
scription of the present specification is intended for ex-
emplary description and does not have any meaning lim-
iting the present invention in any fashion.
[0107] It should be noted that the entire contents of
Japanese Patent Application No. 2018-154252 filed Au-
gust 20, 2018, Japanese Patent Application No.
2018-154254, and Japanese Utility Model Registration
Application No. 2018-003202 are incorporated into the
present specification by reference.

[Industrial applicability]

[0108] It is possible to provide a pet absorbent sheet
that enables users to easily differentiate a urine-ab-
sorbed region and a non-urine-absorbed region and to
easily identify a time for replacing the sheet.

[Reference Signs List]

[0109] 10, 10X, 10Y, 10Z: Pet absorbent sheet, 12:
top-surface sheet, 14: back-surface sheet, 20: absorbent
body, 30: absorbent core, 33: core wrap, 80, 80X, 80Y,
80Z: colored portion, 80A: first colored portion, 80B: sec-
ond colored portion, 81, 811: pet pattern, 81A, 811A: first

pet pattern (first colored portion), 81B, 811B: second pet
pattern (second colored portion), 84: auxiliary pattern,
84A: first auxiliary pattern (first colored portion), 84B: sec-
ond auxiliary pattern (second colored portion), 86, 861:
pet face pattern, 86A, 861A: first face pet pattern (first
colored portion), 86B, 861B: second face pet pattern
(second colored portion), 88: background portion, R1:
colored region, R2: non-colored region, R3: second non-
colored region, T: thickness direction, T1: top-surface
side, T2: back-surface side, D1: first direction, D2: sec-
ond direction

Claims

1. A pet absorbent sheet having a thickness direction,
a first direction orthogonal to the thickness direction,
and a second direction orthogonal to the thickness
direction and the first direction, the pet absorbent
sheet comprising:

a top-surface sheet disposed on a top-surface
side;
a back-surface sheet disposed on a back-sur-
face side;
an absorbent body provided between the top-
surface sheet and the back-surface sheet; and
colored portions that are disposed on a back-
surface side of the top-surface sheet and are
visible from a top-surface side of the top-surface
sheet,
wherein, in a region that overlaps the absorbent
body, colored regions where a plurality of the
colored portions are disposed and a non-colored
region where the colored portions are not dis-
posed between the colored regions in the first
direction are provided, and
the non-colored region is provided throughout
an entire region of the absorbent body in the
second direction.

2. The pet absorbent sheet according to claim 1,
wherein the non-colored region straddles a center
of the absorbent body in the first direction.

3. The pet absorbent sheet according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein a length of the non-colored region in the first
direction is longer than a length of the colored portion
in the first direction.

4. The pet absorbent sheet according to any one of
claims 1 to 3,
wherein a length of the non-colored region in the first
direction is longer than a length of each colored re-
gion in the first direction.

5. The pet absorbent sheet according to any one of
claims 1 to 4,
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wherein, in a region that overlaps the absorbent
body, a second non-colored region where the color-
ed portions are not disposed is provided throughout
an entire region of the absorbent body in the second
direction on an outer side of the colored region in the
first direction.

6. The pet absorbent sheet according to any one of
claims 1 to 5,
wherein the colored portions have a first colored por-
tion colored with a first color and a second colored
portion colored with a second color that is different
from the first color, and
an area ratio of the second colored portion to the first
colored portion in one of the colored regions is dif-
ferent from an area ratio of the second colored por-
tion to the first colored portion in the other colored
region.

7. The pet absorbent sheet according to any one of
claims 1 to 6,
wherein the colored portion in one of the colored re-
gions and the colored portion in the other colored
region disposed on an any straight line that passes
through one colored portion and extends along the
first direction differ in terms of at least one of color
or shape.

8. A pet absorbent sheet comprising:

a top-surface sheet disposed on a top-surface
side;
a back-surface sheet disposed on a back-sur-
face side;
an absorbent body provided between the top-
surface sheet and the back-surface sheet; and
a colored portion that is visible from a top-sur-
face side of the top-surface sheet in a region
that overlaps the absorbent body,
wherein the colored portion has a first colored
portion colored with a first color with a green hue
and a second colored portion colored with a sec-
ond color with a purple hue.

9. The pet absorbent sheet according to claim 8,
wherein the first colored portion has a color having
an R value of 0 to 128, a G value of 165 to 191, and
a B value of 90 to 113 that are based on an RGB
color system.

10. The pet absorbent sheet according to claim 8 or claim
9,
wherein the second colored portion has a color hav-
ing an R value of 127 to 186, a G value of 65 to 91,
and a B value of 136 to 151 that are based on an
RGB color system.

11. The pet absorbent sheet according to claim 9,

wherein the colored portions are disposed along con-
tours of a design, and
a non-colored portion is provided in a region sur-
rounded by the colored portions.

12. The pet absorbent sheet according to any one of
claims 8 to 11,
wherein the first colored portion has a first pet pattern
that indicates a pet pattern marking a pet that is a
target user and a first auxiliary pattern that indicates
a thing other than pets,
the second colored portion has a second pet pattern
that indicates a pet pattern marking a pet that is a
target user and a second auxiliary pattern that indi-
cates a thing other than pets,
in a region that overlaps the first pet pattern or a
vicinity thereof, the second auxiliary pattern is dis-
posed, and,
in a region that overlaps the second pet pattern or a
vicinity thereof, the first auxiliary pattern is disposed.

13. The pet absorbent sheet according to claim 12,
wherein a maximum dimension of the first pet pattern
is larger than a maximum dimension of the second
auxiliary pattern, and
a maximum dimension of the second pet pattern is
larger than a maximum dimension of the first auxil-
iary pattern.

14. The pet absorbent sheet according to any one of
claims 7 to 13, further comprising: an outer periph-
eral colored portion that is visible from the top-sur-
face side of the top-surface sheet in a periphery of
the absorbent body,
wherein the outer peripheral colored portion has the
first color or the second color.

15. A pet absorbent sheet comprising:

a top-surface sheet disposed on a top-surface
side;
a back-surface sheet disposed on a back-sur-
face side;
an absorbent body provided between the top-
surface sheet and the back-surface sheet; and
a colored portion that is disposed on a back-
surface side of the top-surface sheet in a region
that overlaps the absorbent body and is visible
from a top-surface side of the top-surface sheet,
wherein the colored portion has a pet face pat-
tern that indicates a face of a target pet that is
a target user,
the pet face pattern has a first pet face pattern
colored with a first color and a second pet face
pattern colored with a second color that is dif-
ferent from the first color, and
a degree of difference in color between the first
color and the second color is by two or more
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hues in 24 color hues classified by the Ostwald
hue circle.

16. The pet absorbent sheet according to claim 15,
wherein the colored portion does not have a non-
target pattern that indicates a pet other than the tar-
get pet.

17. The pet absorbent sheet according to claim 15,
wherein the colored portion has the pet face pattern
and a non-target pattern that marks a pet other than
the target user, and
the number of the pet face patterns is twice or more
the number of the non-target patterns.

18. The pet absorbent sheet according to claim 17,
wherein a maximum dimension of the pet face pat-
tern is larger than a maximum dimension of the non-
target pattern.

19. The pet absorbent sheet according to claim 17 or
claim 18,
wherein a color of the non-target pattern is different
from a color of the pet face pattern disposed at a
position closest to the non-target pattern, and a de-
gree of difference in color is by two or more hues in
the 24 color hues classified by the Ostwald hue circle.

20. The pet absorbent sheet according to any one of
claims 15 to 19,
wherein the pet face pattern is a pattern that indicates
a face of a cat that is the target user.

21. The pet absorbent sheet according to any one of
claims 15 to 20, further comprising:

a peripheral region disposed in a periphery of
the absorbent body,
wherein, in the peripheral region, an outer pe-
ripheral colored portion that is visible from the
top-surface side of the top-surface sheet is pro-
vided,
the outer peripheral colored portion has a color
that is similar to the first color, and
a degree of similarity in color is in an identical
color hue or in a range of difference of only one
hue number in the 24 color hues classified by
the Ostwald hue circle.

22. A pet absorbent sheet comprising:

a top-surface sheet disposed on a top-surface
side;
a back-surface sheet disposed on a back-sur-
face side;
an absorbent body provided between the top-
surface sheet and the back-surface sheet; and
a colored portion that is disposed on a back-

surface side of the top-surface sheet in a region
that overlaps the absorbent body and is visible
from a top-surface side of the top-surface sheet,
wherein the colored portion has a pet face pat-
tern that indicates a face of a cat that is a target
user, and has no non-target pattern that indi-
cates a pet other than the target user.

23. The pet absorbent sheet according to any one of
claims 15 to 22,
wherein the number of the pet face patterns is 50%
or more of the total number of the patterns.

24. The pet absorbent sheet according to any one of
claims 15 to 23,
wherein the colored portion has an auxiliary pattern
that indicates a thing other than the pet, and the
number of the pet face patterns is equal to or larger
than the number of the auxiliary patterns.

25. The pet absorbent sheet according to claim 25,
wherein a maximum dimension of the pet face pat-
tern is larger than a maximum dimension of the aux-
iliary pattern.

26. The pet absorbent sheet according to claim 24 or
claim 25,
wherein a color of the auxiliary pattern is different
from a color of the pet face pattern disposed at a
position closest to the auxiliary pattern, and a degree
of difference in color is by two or more hues in the
24 color hues classified by the Ostwald hue circle.

27. The pet absorbent sheet according to any one of
claims 15 to 26,
wherein the pet face pattern is a pattern that indicates
an entire body including a face of the target user.

28. The pet absorbent sheet according to any one of
claims 15 to 27, further comprising:

a background portion that is provided in a pe-
riphery of the colored portion in the region that
overlaps the absorbent body and is visible from
the top-surface side of the top-surface sheet,
wherein a color of the pet face pattern is different
from a color of the background portion, and a
degree of difference in color is by two or more
hues in the 24 color hues classified by the Ost-
wald hue circle.
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